
Rave Reviews

“Laura Jackson Loo is one of the most
 dynamic and engaging speakers I 
have ever had the pleasure of hearing. 
Her command of the subject matter is 
enormous, and her presentation skills 
capture the listeners’ total attention. I 
can’t wait to hear her again.” Irma R. (CT) 

“Laura Jackson Loo is a dynamic, compassionate and thought-
provoking speaker. Her ability to interweave
complex and separate pieces of research
and information together in a way that 
is easily understood is powerful... 
Laura takes the new paradigm leader 
beyond the mind and fully engages the 
heart in the change that is required within 
each of us to shift the paradigm away from 
helplessness to empowerment.” Carol F. (VA) 

“Thank you, Laura… super and ubiquitous 
talk last night. What a lovely heart-spoken
presentation of your life experience 
leading you to the conscious work of
helping businesses and their leaders
navigate the sensitive nature of our 
changing times…” Krystal F. (VA)

Book Laura for your next event

                    703-608-3912

                    Laura@LauraJacksonLoo.com

Let's Connect:

                   www.LauraJacksonLoo.com

                   www.LinkedIn.com/in/LauraJacksonLoo

                   www.Facebook.com/SpeakerLauraJacksonLoo

Speaker Laura Jackson Loo
International, Inspirational & Motivational

Presentations & Keynote Addresses
703-608-3912

Laura Jackson Loo is an international speaker, 3x interna-
tional #1 best-selling author, executive mentor, messaging
strategist and trainer. For over 30 years, Laura has captivated
audiences worldwide with her electrifying connection that
engages, empowers, and profoundly impacts every individual
in attendance. Her dynamic presence and sharp wit ensure
that her messages are not just heard but felt, and can spark
real transformation. As a highly sought-after speaker, she
masterfully crafts each talk to inspire action, leaving an
indelible mark on the hearts and minds of those present, and
leading to powreful and positive change. 

Programs & Keynotes
M.O.V.E. the Mission™ Leadership

The Secret to Exponential ROI
How to Lead in Every Moment

Turn Your Nonprofit Mission into Gold: Strategies for a
Thriving Organization

As Seen On
Third World Parliament North America Conference

Leadership Stars • One Radio Network
Women Entrepreneurs Empowering Leaders

Empowering Women, Transforming Lives

Laura is...

Engaging
Empowering

Transformational
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